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The Traditional Formulation 
 

Joint Employers  
Share Control or Co-Determine  

Material  
Terms & Conditions of Employment  

 

“The business entities involved are in fact separate but [] they 
share or codetermine those matters governing the essential terms 
and conditions of employment” 
 

   NLRB v. BFI of Pennsylvania, Inc.,  
   691 F.2d 1117, 1123 (3d Cir. 1982)  
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What Is A Joint Employer? 

• Not mentioned by Congress in NLRA 

• Created by the NLRB to reach independent 
companies that 

– Share control/co-determine employment terms of 
another company’s workers 

– Does not apply where the companies are not 
legitimately separate legal entities  
(Single Employer Doctrine) 
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Example: TLI, Inc.  
No Joint Employment 

• TLI provided drivers to another company, Crown 

• Crown directed the group of drivers to make certain 
deliveries  

– Drivers selected specific assignments based on seniority 

• Drivers reported accidents to Crown 

– TLI investigated and determined discipline  

– If drivers’ conduct concerned Crown, it gave incident report 
to TLI; TLI conducted its own investigation 

• Crown did not hire, fire or discipline TLI drivers 
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Example: TLI, Inc.  
No Joint Employment 

• “Although Crown may have exercised some 
control over the drivers, Crown did not affect 
their terms and conditions of employment to 
such a degree that it may be deemed a joint 
employer.”  

– Even Crown’s daily supervision not “meaningful,” 
but “limited and routine” 
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 Contractual language was irrelevant to 
joint-employer status 

 Actual practice was dispositive 

Over 30 Years of Precedent… 
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Browning-Ferris 

Industries 
362 NLRB No. 186 
(August 27, 2015) 
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 Recycling operation (MRF) in Bay Area 

 BFI has 60 direct hires  

 Work is outside MRF  

 EEs represented by Teamsters  
in separate Unit 

 “Sorting Line” is inside 

 BFI contracts with Leadpoint 
to staff the Sorting Line                               

 Leadpoint has 240 sorters 

 Teamsters petition to represent the 240 sorters 

 RC Petition names “BFI/Leadpoint” as “Employer” 

Background 
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Leadpoint BFI  

Sorting Line 
Operation 

Direct Control: 
• Hired  
• Fired 
• Disciplined 
• Trained 
• Supervisors/HR 

personnel on site  
• Paid workers 
• Set standards for 

sorting materials 
• Monitored shifts 
• Productivity forms 

 

Indirect Control: 

• Set working hours 

• Set speed for the line 

• Physical environment 

• Gave general tasks to 
Leadpoint supervisors 

Reserved a variety of “direct 
control” rights in contract,  
but did not exercise them 

Background 
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NLRB Found BFI/Leadpoint  
To Be Joint-Employers 

 Why? 

 Because of the POTENTIAL control  
BFI had, and the INDIRECT control it 
actually exercised, over Leadpoint’s 
employees’ employment terms 
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NLRB Articulates Two-Part Test 

 Must be “common law” employer 

 Has “sufficient” control over essential 
employment terms to permit meaningful 
collective bargaining 
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The “Common Law” Test  

 Extent of control putative joint employer may 
have over details of work? 

 Is the worker engaged in distinct occupation? 
 Is the kind of work/occupation typically done 

under direction of an employer or by a specialist 
without supervision? 

 Skill required for that occupation? 
 Does worker or employer provide 

instrumentalities, tools, and place of work? 
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The “Common Law” Test  

 Length of time person employed? 

 Paid by time or by job? 

 Whether parties believe they created 

relationship of “master and servant”? 

 Whether the principal (e.g., employer) is 

or is not a business? 
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The “New” NLRB Standard 

Two or more statutory employers still must “share 
or co-determine” essential terms & conditions of 
employment, BUT… 
 

• Scope expanded to consider ALL factors 
• Not necessary that putative joint employer 

actually exercise authority it retains 
• Control need NOT be “direct” or “immediate” 
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The “New” NLRB Standard 

Direct Control?  
 

Immediate Control? 

 

 Indirect Control   
 

Right to Control 
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Rationale for “New” Standard 

 Prior Board standard “out of step” with changing 
economic circumstances (2015) 

 Dramatic growth in contingent employment 
relationships needs Board response 

 Put NLRB’s joint-employer standard on a “clearer 
and stronger analytical foundation” 

 Further the purpose of the Act to “encourage 
practice of collective bargaining” 
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Hiring, Firing, Discipline: 

 Majority found that “BFI does not participate 
in Leadpoint’s day-to-day hiring process,”  
but BFI’s contract with Leadpoint allowed BFI 
to impose various hiring procedures and tests 
(e.g., undergo and pass drug test) 

 BFI’s contract with Leadpoint gave BFI the 
“unqualified right” to discontinue use of 
Leadpoint workers 

Application 
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Supervision, Direction of Work & Hours: 
 BFI exercised control “over the processes that shape  

the day-to-day work,” including the speed of the 
conveyor belt, which, in turn, controlled the speed at 
which the Leadpoint employees worked 

 BFI had specific productivity standards for sorting 

 Leadpoint employees were required to obtain 
signature of authorized BFI rep to account for “hours 
worked” 

 Held meetings with Leadpoint employees to address 
customer complaints and business objectives 

Application 
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Wages: 
 Under parties’ agreement, Leadpoint determines pay 

rates, issues paychecks, retains payroll records, and 
administers benefits, BUT… 

• BFI prevented Leadpoint from paying its 
employees more than BFI employees performing 
similar work – creating a de facto “wage ceiling” 

• BFI and Leadpoint were parties to a “cost-plus” 
contract and, after new CA state minimum wage 
increase, BFI agreed to pay Leadpoint higher rate 
for services  

Application 
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 Ballots counted, Teamsters won 
 

 BFI/Leadpoint have bargaining obligation 
 

 Only mechanism for appeal: 
• Refuse to bargain with Teamsters (done) 

• ULP Charge/Complaint  

• NLRB enforcement and U.S. Circuit Court review 

 But, Circuit Court decision only “law of case” 

 NLRB requires Supreme Court before changing 
its interpretation of the Act 

 

Election Results & Certification 
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BFI Dissent 

 New standard undermines collective bargaining 
because “no table big enough” 

 Imposes joint employer status on parties simply 
due to economic relationships 

 Exceeds Board’s authority to define statutory 
term “employer” based entirely on indirect and 
potential control  

 Undermines Act’s purpose to provide stability 
 Attempts to correct perceived inequality in 

bargaining power 
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BFI Dissent 

Departs from common law and 
congressional intent 
 Congress amended Act to curb NLRB’s early 

attempt to expand coverage  
 Finding independent contractors = employees 

 Common law considers - but does not deem 
dispositive - potential or indirect control 
 Controlling details of work has long been 

deemed most significant factor 
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BFI Dissent 

 New standard is “fatally ambiguous” 
 Multi-factor tests are vulnerable to 

unpredictability and agency whim 
Results oriented 
Provides no guidance for how each factor is 

weighed, no certainty of how to avoid being 
deemed a joint employer 

 Without guidance, standard can be used to 
achieve results desired by agency in any 
particular case 
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BFI Dissent 

 New standard is “fatally ambiguous” 
 Multi-factor tests are vulnerable to unpredictability 

and agency whim 

Standard gives unions leverage never 
intended by the Act 
Affects whether one joint-employer can 

terminate or rebid contract with the other 
without bargaining with union 
Binds companies contracting with unionized 

employers to CBAs they did not negotiate 
 Subjects joint employer to pre-existing liability 
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BFI Dissent 

New standard affects parent-sub relationships 
Board has applied “single employer” analysis 
to parent-subs 

 

 No joint employer status unless parent 
exercises actual direct control over day-to-day 
labor relations 

 

Now, by operation of law or reality, all subs 
and parents would be joint employers due to 
“potential” control 
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BFI Dissent 

 New standard eviscerates protection from 
secondary economic pressure 
 Congress amended Act to prohibit unions from 

pressuring non-employers to not do business 
with employer 

 Now, joint employer is subject to economic 
coercion, even though it has no control over 
the matter that underlies the labor dispute 
 Ex:  If franchisor is a joint employer,  

union can picket any of its operations 
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NLRA requires an appropriate unit to be 
employed by “an” or “the” employer (singular) 
• Joint employment theory treats two wholly separate 

entities as a “single” employer of a group of 
employees because the “share or co-determine” 
employment terms 

• Can force unit only where all workers employed by 
both 

• Not to “mixed units” 
– Where “user” employer has some employees of its own -- 

not provided by supplier – doing same function as those 
provided by supplier (and jointly employed) 

Mixed Units – Miller & Anderson 
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Let’s See How It Works 

Say X Co is a Computer Company 

Has 100 workers at its “Help Desk” Call Center 

100 Workers = 

All Call Center 

Workers Soley 

Employed By  

X Co X Co Owns  

Call Center 
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Joint Employer Standard Applied  
In Non-Mixed Unit 

 ALL Workers 

“Employed” By 

User And Supplier:   

A (Fictional) Single  

“Joint Employer” 

User Company 

X Co subcontracts 

Entire Call Center 

to Y Co – but co-

determines 

employment terms  

Supplier Company 

Y Co provides ALL Call 

Center Employees 

 

100 Call Center Employees, All From Supplier = 100 Employees Jointly Employed 
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Joint Employer Standard Applied  

X Co wants to subcontract out 

Screening Dept  

 (50% of all Call Center)  

Y Co is a labor provider of 

entry-level employees –  

none currently at X Co 

 

 

  

 

User: X Co  Supplier: Y Co  

Screening 

Dept 

  

Y hires labor/has 

many employees 

placed at various 

employers 
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Joint Employer Standard Applied  

X Subcontracts Screening 

Dept - 50% of all Call 

Center Employees (Green) 

Y Runs Screening Dept 

- 50% of all Call Center 

employees(Green)  

 

100 Call Center Employees, 50 From Supplier = 50 Employees Jointly Employed 

  

 

X Solely 

Employs 50% of 

Call Center 

Employees 

(Yellow) 

User Co X 

Y has other 

employees 

working for 

other employers  

(Blue)  

Supplier Co Y 
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Joint Employer Standard Applied  
In Non-Mixed Unit 

Union petitions to 

represent jointly employed 

workers (Green) 

X and Y Co can be 

forced to accept 

proposed bargaining 

unit of all jointly 

employed employees 

 

100 Call Center Employees, 50 From Supplier = 50 Employees Jointly Employed 

  

 

X Solely 

Employs 50% of 

Call Center 

Employees 

(Yellow) 

User Co X 

Y has other 

employees 

working for 

other employers  

(Blue)  

Supplier Co Y 
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Joint Employer Standard In Mixed Unit 
Before Miller & Anderson 

Union petitions to 

represent ALL  

100 Call Center employees  

(Green & Yellow) 

X and Y Co could not be 

forced to accept 

proposed bargaining 

unit of all Call Center 

employees 

 

100 Call Center Employees, 50 From Supplier = 50 Employees Jointly Employed 

  

 

X Solely 

Employs 50% of 

Call Center 

Employees 

(Yellow) 

User X Co  

Y has other 

employees 

working for 

other employers  

(Blue)  

Supplier Y Co 
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Joint Employer Standard In Mixed Unit  
After Miller & Anderson 

Union petitions to 

represent ALL  

100 Call Center employees  

(Green & Yellow) 

X and Y Co CAN be 

forced to accept 

proposed bargaining 

unit of all Call Center 

employees 

 

100 Call Center Employees, 50 From Supplier = 50 Employees Jointly Employed 

  

 

X Solely 

Employs 50% of 

Call Center 

Employees 

(Yellow) 

User X Co  

Y has other 

employees 

working for 

other employers  

(Blue)  

Supplier Y Co 
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How Would Mixed 
Bargaining Work? 
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Things To Consider: Practical Implications 

• Analyze J/E roles/proposals                         
in collective bargaining 

– Wages 

– Vacation 

– Work schedules 

– Discipline/grievance/arbitration 

• Consider bargaining logistics 

• Who will pay costs?                             
(User ER/Staffing ER/Both Split?) 
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• What happens if Co. A is willing to reach 
agreement, but Co. B is not? 

• What happens if Co. A reaches agreement with 
union, but Co. B is at impasse? 

• If Co. A commits a ULP, is Co. B liable for Co. A’s 
actions? 

• If employees go on strike, does Co. A’s 
agreement with Co. B allow it to outsource the 
work to Co. C in the event of a strike or work 
stoppage? 

 

 

Things To Consider: Practical Implications 
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Things To Consider  
Requests to Bargain 

• How would business respond if union representing 
contract workers asks for you to meet concerning 
bargaining? 

• How would your business respond if  union asks to 
add contract workers to an existing bargaining unit? 

• If found to be a J/E in a third-party relationship, 
what terms of employment does your business 
control?  That’s what you have to bargain with 
union about. 
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• If possible under business model, determine what 
control (direct/indirect/express/reserved) is truly 
necessary for operation 

 

• Consider whether contractual modifications 
available and, if so, what is possible given parties’ 
relationship 
 

• Evaluate indemnification provisions and anticipate 
that both user employers and leasing employers 
will have interest in additional protection 

Recommended Actions 
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What’s Your Practice Towards Other Companies’ 
Workers, Or Their Practices Towards Yours? 
• Where do they work?  Who owns the facility? 

• Who trains them? 

• Review performance/identify issues? 

• Suggest discipline/Request removal? 

• Control working times (Directly/Indirectly)? 

• Participation in “team” meetings? 

• Approve timesheets/confirm working hours? 

Things To Consider 
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What’s In Your Agreements? 

• Hiring liability/standards (e.g., background checks, drug 
screening, certifications, training, etc.)? 

• Insurance and safety requirements? 

• Reserve right to deny access/request removal? 

• Contractual quality specifications? 

• Express/Indirect control over time work performed? 
(e.g. start/end times, rest/meal breaks, days worked)  

• Timesheet verification, hours auditing, wage ceilings? 

Things To Consider 
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• Analyze and assess all situations where third 
parties are used or where they perform 
functions central to business/operations 

 

• Review all relevant agreements and determine 
language that reserves control to 
directly/indirectly affect leased employees’ 
terms of employment 

 

• Analyze actual practices performed on “day-to-
day” basis to determine direct/indirect control 

 

Recommended Actions 
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How Comfortable Is Business With Risk? 

• Third-party arrangements provide benefits 

– But create risks 
 

• Evaluate what level of risk is acceptable to 
business 
 

• New standard applies in R & C Cases (ULPs) 

Things To Consider 
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Things To Consider 
Changes to Agreements? 

• Consider how contract terms should address 
contingencies that might occur if your business 
and a third-party had to bargain jointly with a 
union? 

• Who would have the duty to bargain? 

• How would increased costs be handled? 
Indemnification? 

• What rights would each party have in response to 
a strike? Limitations of liability (consequential 
damages)? 
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Given revived M.B. Sturgis standard that 
permits mixed units without consent: 

• Evaluate community of interest issues between 
regular and agency employees 

• Determine whether micro-unit issues exist 
(Specialty Healthcare) 

• Consider advantages/disadvantages to making 
modifications to “day-to-day” practices for 
mixed unit community of interest issues 

 

More Recommended Actions 
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Future Implications 
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Implications for standard being applied by 
other agencies in other employment law 
contexts: 

 EEOC – Title VII, ADEA, ADA 

 DOL – FLSA, FMLA 

 OSHA 

 Public/Private contracting relationships 

More To Consider… 
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